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Daly Electrical and Hartford Hotel, (#1,#2), view southeast on Ann Street
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Daly Electrical, (#1), view northeast
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Hotel Lenox (#2), view
northeast
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St. Patrick's Church (#3), view southwest
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St. Patrick's Church, entrance
detail, view south
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Hartford Wire Works (#4) and Post & Lester Factory (#5), view northwest on Allyn
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Hart Manufacturing Company (#7) and George Pomeroy Carriages (#6), view southwest on Allyn
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Masonic Temple (#8), Civic Center on right, view northwest
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Detail of Masonic Temple (#8), Ann Street facade, view west
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Morse Building (#10), Fowler-Hunting Produce (#9), view northwest on Ann Street
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Fowler and Hunting Produce (#9),
Ann Street facade with large
bronze sculpture, view west
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283-297 Asylum Street, south side, (#s 11 and 12), view southwest
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Hartford, Steam Plant (#13),
Ann Street facade, rear of
266 Pearl, view northwest
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266 Pearl Street (#14), south facade, view northeast
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275 Pearl Street (#15), view southwest
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247-185 Pearl Street, (#s 16, 17, 18 and 19), view southeast
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233 Pearl Street (#17), detail
of north facade, view south
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215-185 Pearl Street (#s 18, 19)
view southeast
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234 Pearl Street, south facade, view northeast (#20)
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250-252 Pearl Street (#21), view northeast
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64 Hicks Street (#22), south
facade, view northeast
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Goodwin block National Register
District, Asylum Street, south side, view southwest